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Abstract
Enhanced time-varying distributed H systems (ETVDH systems) are a variant of time-varying
distributed H systems (TVDH systems), which is a well-known theoretical model of DNA computing
based on splicing. We show that ETVDH systems with 2 components, i.e., having two sets of rules
which act periodically, may generate all recursively enumerable languages by simulating type-0
grammars. We also present a new approach to control the computations that can be used in other
models of DNA computing based on splicing.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Head splicing systems (H systems) were one of the ﬁrst theoretical models of DNA
computing. They are based on the operation of splicing and they were introduced by Head
[1]. Such systems specify a set of splicing rules and a set of initial words or axioms. The
computation is done by iteratively applying the rules to the set of words until no more new
words can be generated.
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OrdinaryH systems are not very powerful and a lot of othermodels introducing additional
elements for control were proposed. One of these well-known models are time-varying dis-
tributed H systems (TVDH systems), which were introduced in [10]. This model introduces
components, which cannot all be used at the same time but one after another, periodically.
In particular, at any moment, only a subset of all available rules is in action.
One of the important features of TVDH systems is that we apply only once the rules of a
particular component to words that we have and only the result of this application is passed
to the next component. Now assume that we remove this condition and that we permit
an iterative application of rules of the same component to words being already generated
in a similar way as it is done in H systems. This leads to a higher degree of parallelism
compared to TVDH systems because inside each component the splicing rules may be
iteratively applied to copies of words already generated.
The obtained new model was ﬁrst considered by Margenstern and Rogozhin in [4].
Originally it was called “extended time-varying distributed H systems”. This name was
later changed to “enhanced time-varying distributed H systems”. Now it is interesting
to prove similar universality results as it is done for the case of TVDH systems: TVDH
systems of degree 1 generate all recursively enumerable languages in a sequential way
modelling Turing machines [6] and a recent result shows that TVDH systems of degree 1
generate all recursively enumerable languages in a “parallel” way, modelling type-0 formal
grammars [8].
We recall that a sequential process is deﬁned by the presence of a clock and by actions
which are performed in such a way that at most one action is performed at each tick of the
clock. It is plain that a deterministic Turing machine performs a sequential computation.
In [6], the proof consists namely of simulating such a deterministic machine and so, it is a
sequential computation, not a parallel one. By contrast, a parallel computation is performed
by several processes which either produce actions independently of any clock or, produce
themat each tick of a clock: in this case, it is possible that several processes perform an action
at the same tick of the clock and that the performed actions are different from one another.
The rules of a type-0 grammar may contain several times the same left part. Accordingly,
the description of all possible computations starting from the axiom leads to a tree, whose
branches are the different possible computations. Now, when a branch is followed by some
process, it is not needed that the clock of this process should be the same as the clock of
another one which is deﬁned by another process. And so, we can consider the simulation
of any type-0 formal grammar as a good criterion for a parallel computation.
For ETVDH systems the following results are obtained: ETVDH systems with one com-
ponent may produce only regular languages [4] and ETVDH systems of degree 2 generate
all recursively enumerable languages in a sequential way [5]. ETVDH systems of degree 4
generate all recursively enumerable languages in a “parallel” way [14]. In 2002 the author
proved that it is possible to model type-0 grammars with three components [15]. In this
paper we improve the last result and we show that ETVDH systems of degree 2 generate all
recursively enumerable languages in a “parallel” way modelling type-0 formal grammars.
In the same time it is known that the family of languages generated by ETVDH systems of
degree 1 is equal to the family of regular languages. Therefore we completely solved the
problem of the existence of ETVDH systems of the smallest possible degree which generate
all recursively enumerable languages in a “parallel” way.
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The proof uses a very well-known “rotate-and-simulate” method, see Section 4.1. How-
ever, the proof technique used before reached its limits and it cannot be further used to
decrease the number of components in considered systems. In this article we analyse this
technique and we present a new method that will permit us to decrease the number of
components in systems which were considered before. This new technique, the method of
directingmolecules, is based on a reorganisation of the computation ﬂow and it also requires
a good synchronisation between different parts of the computation. Moreover, this method
is very general and it can be applied to a variety of systems based on splicing.
Finally, we note that this article is based on [16,17].
2. Deﬁnitions and known results
Wedo not present here deﬁnitions concerning concepts of the theory of formal languages.
We refer to [3,13] for more details. We only note that we denote the empty word by .
2.1. Splicing operation
By an (abstract) molecule we understand a word over an alphabet.
Deﬁnition 1. A splicing rule (over an alphabet V) is the 4-tuple (u1, u2, u3, u4) where
u1, u2, u3, u4 ∈ V ∗. It is frequently written as u1#u2$u3#u4, {$, #} /∈ V or in two dimen-
sions: u1 u2
u3 u4
. Strings u1u2 and u3u4 are called splicing sites.
We say that a word x matches rule r if x contains an occurrence of one of the two sites
of r. We also say that x and y are complementary with respect to a rule r if x contains one
site of r and y contains the other one. In this case we also say that x or y may enter rule r.
When x and y can enter a rule r = u1#u2$u3#u4, i.e., x = x1u1u2x2 and y = y1u3u4y2, it
is possible to deﬁne the application of r to couple x, y. The result of this application is w
and z, where w = x1u1u4y2 et z = y1u3u2x2. We also say that x and y are spliced and w
and z are the result of this splicing. We write this as follows: (x, y) r (w, z) or
x1u1 u2x2
y1u3 u4y2
r
x1u1u4y2
y1u3u2x2
.
The pair  = (V ,R) where V is an alphabet and R is a set of splicing rules is called a
splicing scheme or an H-scheme.
For a splicing scheme  = (V ,R) and for a language L ⊆ V ∗ we deﬁne:
(L) = {w, z ∈ V ∗|∃x, y ∈ L, ∃r ∈ R : (x, y) r (w, z)}.
Now we can introduce the iteration of the splicing operation.
0(L) = L,
i+1(L) = i (L) ∪ (i (L)), i0,
∗(L) = ∪i0 i (L).
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The iterated splicing preserves the regularity of a language:
Theorem 2 (Pa˘un et al. [12]). Let L ⊆ T ∗ be a regular language and let  = (T , R) be a
splicing scheme. Then the language L = ∗(L) is a regular language.
2.2. H systems and their extensions
Deﬁnition 3 (Head [1], Head et al. [2]). A Head splicing system, or an H system is the
pair H = (, A) = ((V ,R),A), written shortly as H = (V ,A,R), where V is a ﬁnite
alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a set of initial words, called axioms, and R ⊆ V ∗ × V ∗ × V ∗ × V ∗ is
a set of splicing rules.
We say that H system H is ﬁnite if its sets A and R are ﬁnite.
The language generated by splicing Head system H is L(H) = ∗(A).
Therefore, the language generated by H system H is the set of all molecules produced by
the iterative application of rules from R to copies of molecules obtained before, and starting
with A as an initial set.
Example 4. Let us consider system H = ((V ,R),A) where V = {a, b},
R = {r :a#b$a#a} and A = {abaa}.
We start with abaa. Then, 0(A) = {abaa}. We can apply rule r to two instances of this
molecule: (a|baa, aba|a) r (aa, ababaa), wherewe emphasised the splicing sites by |.We
obtain 1(A) = {abaa, aa, ababaa}. At the next step we have the following applications:
(a|baa, a|a) r (aa, abaa),
(a|baa, ababa|a) r (aa, abababaa),
(a|babaa, a|a) r (aa, ababaa),
(a|babaa, aba|a) r (aa, abababaa),
(a|babaa, ababa|a) r (aa, ababababaa).
This gives us 2(A) = {abaa, aa, ababaa, abababaa, ababababaa}.
We see that each splicing inserts (ab)∗ at the left-hand end of the existing molecule.
Therefore, the language generated by this system is L(H) = (ab)∗aa.
Now let us consider the same system, but takingA = {aab}. The functioning of this new
systemH ′ is different.Atﬁrstwe apply rule r toaab and to itself: (aa|b, a|ab) r (aaab, ab).
After that, we have the following possibilities:
(a|b, a|ab) r (aab, ab),
(a|b, a|aab) r (aaab, ab),
(aa|b, a|aab) r (aaaab, ab),
(aaa|b, a|aab) r (aaaaab, ab).
We can easily see that we insert a at the left-hand end of existing molecules. Therefore,
the language generated by H ′ is L(H ′) = a+b.
Deﬁnition 5. An extended H system is a quadruple  = (V , T ,A,R), where V is a ﬁnite
alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a ﬁnite set of initial words, called
axioms, and R is a set of splicing rules.
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The language generated by extended H system  is:
L() = ∗(A) ∩ T ∗ where  = (V ,R).
Therefore, the language generated by an extended H system  consists of all words over
terminal alphabet T which are generated by H system H=(V ,A,R).
We denote by EH(FIN,FIN) the family of languages generated by ﬁnite extended H
systems.
The following result is known:
Theorem 6 (Pa˘un et al. [12]). EH(FIN,FIN) = REG.
2.3. ETVDH systems
Let  = (V ,R) be an H scheme. We deﬁne operation ˜ [4] by
˜(L) = ˜(L′ ∪ L′′) = ∗(L′) where
L′ = {w1 ∈L | there is w2 ∈L and r ∈R such that (w1, w2) r (w,w′) or
(w2, w1) r (w,w′)}. Language L′′ is deﬁned by L′′ = L \ L′.
More exactly, to obtain ˜(L) we take all words from L which can participate in splicing,
i.e., L′, and we apply ∗ to them. As a result, we get all possible iterative splicings of these
words as well as initial words from L′.
Deﬁnition 7. An enhanced time-varying distributed H system of degree n is the following
n+ 3-tuple
E = (V , T ,A,R1, R2, . . . , Rn),
where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a ﬁnite set of axioms
and Ri , 1 in, called the components, are ﬁnite sets of splicing rules.
At each moment k = n · j + i, where j0, 1 in, only the rules of the component
Ri are used for splicing. More exactly, we deﬁne
L1 = A,
Lk+1 = ˜i (Lk) for i ≡ k − 1 (mod n)+ 1, k1, i = (V ,Ri).
This means that at each step k component Ri , i ≡ k − 1 (mod n) + 1, ﬁrst applies a ﬁlter
on the current set of words, i.e., it eliminates the words that cannot participate in splicing
using rules from Ri , and after that the system works as the corresponding H system.
We say that componentRi of an ETVDH system rejects wordw if this word cannot enter
any rule from Ri . In such case we write w ↑Ri . We can omit Ri if the context permits it. In
particular, word w is rejected by Ri if it cannot match any rule from Ri .
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The language generated by an ETVDH system E consists of all words over the terminal
alphabet produced at some step of the computation.
L(E) =

⋃
k1
Lk

 ∩ T ∗.
We denote by EVDHn the family of languages generated by ETVDH systems of degree
at most n.
Example 8. We consider system E = (V , T ,A1 ∪ A2, R1, R2, R3, R4), where V =
{X, Y, a, b,X′, Y ′, ZX,ZY , ZX′ , ZY ′ }, T = {X, Y, a, b}, A1 = {XabY }, A2 = {X′aZX′ ,
XZX,ZY ′bY ′, ZY Y }.
The rules of the system are deﬁned as follows:
R1 = {1 : X#a$X′a#ZX′ } ∪ RA,
R2 = {2 : b#Y$ZY ′#bY ′} ∪ RA,
R3 = {3 : X′#a$X#ZX} ∪ RA,
R4 = {4 : b#Y ′$ZY #Y } ∪ RA,
and RA = {#$#| ∈ A2}.
Initially we have L1 = {XabY } ∪ A2. It is easy to see that L′1 = L1, because rule 1
is applicable to molecule XabY and rules from RA are applicable to molecules from A2.
Therefore L2 = ∗1(L1) = {X′aabY,XZX′ } ∪ A2. We also remark that for all k we have
A2 ⊆ Lk , because these molecules can always enter rules from RA. Now we can see that
moleculeX′aabY may enter rule 2, while moleculeXZX′ cannot enter any rule fromR2. In
this way we obtain L′2 = {X′aabY } ∪ A2 and L3 = {X′aabbY ′, ZY ′Y } ∪ A2. Since ZY ′Y
cannot match any rule, it is eliminated. ThereforeL4 = {XaabbY ′, X′ZX}∪A2. Similarly,
L5 = {XaabbY,ZYY ′} ∪A2. It is easy to observe that E generates the following language:
L(E) = {XanbnY |n1}.
3. ETVDH systems with one component
The family of languages generated by ETVDH systems with one component is equal to
the family of regular languages:
Theorem 9. EVDH1 = REG.
Proof. We present here the proof from [17].
Let E = (V , T ,A,R) be an ETVDH system. By deﬁnition we have that L1 = A. Let
A′ be the set of words that can enter a splicing rule from R. In this case L2 = ∗(A′). Let
L′2 be the words from L2 that can enter a rule from R. Then L3 = ∗(L′2). It is easy to
observe that L2 = L3. Indeed, L2 is the smallest closure of A′ with respect to the splicing
operation. As A′ ⊆ L′2 ⊆ L2 = ∗(A′), we obtain that ∗(L′2) = L2. Similarly we obtain
that Lk = L2, k > 2. Therefore, the language generated by E is L(E) = ∗(A′) ∩ T ∗.
As ∗(A′) is a regular language and as the family of regular languages is closed with
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respect to intersection we obtain that L(E) ⊆ REG. The converse inclusion also holds, see
Theorem 6. 
We observe that ETVDH systems with one component are very similar to extended H
systems. The following example shows the difference between these twomodels. It consists
in the application of the ﬁltering rule.
Example 10. Let us consider ETVDH system E = (V , T ,A,R), where
V = T = {c, a, b}, A = {cab, caab} and R = {c#aa$aa#b, c#ab$aaa#b}. Let us also
consider the extended H system EH = (V , T ,A,R). It is easy to see that
L(EH) = {canb | n0, n = 3}. In the case of system E, word cab is ﬁrst eliminated
as it cannot participate in a splicing. Therefore, the language produced by this system is
L(E) = A ∪ ∗({caab}) = {cab} ∪ {ca2nb | n0}.
4. Presentation of methods
4.1. “Rotate-and-simulate” method
In this section we recall the “rotate-and-simulate” method that is widely used in proofs of
universality for systems based on splicing. Thismethod originates from the ﬁeld of rewriting
and it was adapted by Pa˘un in [9] for the case of splicing.
Suppose that we construct a system S based on splicing that simulates a formal grammar
G. Then, for any word w ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ of G there are words Xw′′Bw′Y (X, Y, B /∈ N ∪ T ,
w = w′w′′) in S. These words are called “rotational versions” of w. More precisely, sym-
bols X and Y enclose w and symbol B marks the correct beginning (or ending) of the
word. We remark that starting from a rotational version of w, it is easy to reconstruct
the original word.
System S models formal grammar G as follows. For each rule u → v of G there is a
splicing rule #uY$Z#vY in S. The rule ofG is simulated as follows. System S rotates word
Xw1uw2BY intoXw2Bw1uY and after that applies the corresponding splicing rule. Next,
the resulting word Xw2Bw1vY is rotated into Xw1vw2BY . The rotation is made symbol
by symbol, i.e., word XwaiY , ai ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {B} will be transformed into XaiwY after
some steps of the computation.
The symbol by symbol rotation is often implemented as follows [11,12]. The system
starts with word XwaiY . Later, this word is transformed into XwYi , i.e., the presence of
ai at the right-hand end is encoded by Yi . Next, words XjajwYi , 1jn, are generated,
where n is the total number of symbols that may occur in the string. After that point,
the system works in a cycle where indices i and j decrease. If j = i, then the words
with these indices are eliminated. When i = j , word X1aiwY1 is obtained after some
steps. Next, word XaiwY is produced. Therefore the initial word XwaiY is rotated by
one letter.
We note that the distribution of computation in the case of TVDH and ETVDH systems
permits to implement the above method relatively easily, provided that a sufﬁcient number
of components are used. If we investigate systems with a small number of components,
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then this method is difﬁcult to implement and we show below a new method that permit a
successful implementation of the “rotate-and-simulate” technique.
4.2. The method of directing molecules
First, we analyse the computation in systems presented previously in the literature, see
for example TVDH system from [7] and ETVDH system from [15]. The main idea of these
computations is the following: the word that codes a sentential form of the grammar is
modiﬁed at one of its ends by splicing it with an axiom. We shall say that this axiom is
associated to the corresponding rule.We are interested only in one result of this splicing and
rules are distributed over components in a way that permits the elimination of the second
word as well as of the initial word in the case of ETVDH systems. To preserve the axiom,
special rules that propagate axioms are used.
A correct simulation of the grammar is performed by using this method with a judicious
choice of the placement of the rules in the components. Since necessary axioms are present
all the time, any rule of a component can be used at each time we arrive in that component.
But, in fact, at each time, we need to apply only one rule. Therefore other rules may pose
problems for a correct simulation.
This is why we propose a new method of simulation which corrects some of the defects
of the above method. Now we do not permit any more to axioms to be present all the time,
but only during steps when they are really needed. In order to do this, they are marked with
a number, the state, and it is increased modulo k at each step. When it arrives to zero, the
right word is recreated and it can be used for a splicing. We shall call these words directing
molecules. So, the apparition of a directing molecule at some step of the computation
depends on its period k and on its initial state.
Now let us seewhat are the changes in the computationwhich result from the introduction
of directing molecules. Now, the application of a rule is controlled not only by its position,
but also by the period of the directing molecule associated to that rule. Therefore only
necessary rules may be applied at each step. Other rules of the same component are not
applicable because the second word participating in splicing is not present. This gives us
the possibility to reﬁne the control imposed by components and, by rearranging rules, to
decrease the number of components necessary for a simulation of a grammar.
Example 11. Let us consider Example 8.We shall apply the method of directingmolecules
to it. By consequent, the number of components will be decreased down to 2.
We construct E2 = (V , T ,A1 ∪A′2 ∪A3, R1, R2) as follows. In component 1 we group
rules that make changes at the left-hand end of a molecule of formXwY (rules 1 and 3) and
in component 2 we group rules that make changes at the right-hand end of such molecules
(rules 2 and 4). After that we replace axioms from A2 by directing molecules (A′2). We also
add rules and axioms for incrementing the states of directing molecules modulo 4 (R′1, R′2
and A3).
More formally we obtain:
V, T and A1 are the same as in Example 8.
A′2 = {X′aZX′ , XZ2X,Z3Y ′bY ′, Z1Y Y }, A3 = {ZZ1X′ , ZZ2X′ , ZZ3X′ }∪
{ZZ1X,ZZ3X,ZZX} ∪ {ZY ′Z,Z1Y ′Z,Z2Y ′Z} ∪ {Z2YZ,Z3YZ,ZYZ}.
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The components are deﬁned as follows:
R1 =
{
1 : X a
X′a ZX′
, 3 : X
′ a
X ZX
}
∪ R′1,
R2 =
{
2 : b Y
ZY ′ bY ′
, 4 : b Y
′
ZY Y
}
∪ R′2,
with
R′1 =
{
Tm ZTm
Z Z1Tm
,
Tm Z
2
Tm
Z Z3Tm
,
Z3Tk Tk
ZTk Z
,
Z1Tk Tk
Z2Tk Z
}
∪ RZ,
R′2 =
{
ZTk Tk
Z1Tk Z
,
Z2Tk Tk
Z3Tk Z
,
Tm Z
3
Tm
Z ZTm
,
Tm Z
1
Tm
Z Z2Tm
}
∪ RZ,
RZ =
{
 
 
|  ∈ {ZTkZ,ZiTkZ,ZZTm, ZZiTm}
}
,
where Tm ∈ {X′a,X}, Tk ∈ {bY ′, Y } and 1 i3.
It is easy to see that L(E2) = L(E). Indeed, E2 simulates the work of ith component
of E during step 4k + i, k0. For example, rule 1 is applicable only during step 4k + 1,
because during step 4k + 3, i.e., when we are in the ﬁrst component again, corresponding
directing molecule X′aZX′ is in state 2, hence it does not match rule 1.
We remark that the initial state of directingmolecules determines the step of its apparition.
In the case of system E2 if the initial state of a molecule is i, then this molecule will be
present during step 4k + i + 1, k0.
We give below another example of the method of directing molecules used to decrease
the number of components needed to simulate a type-0 grammar by ETVDH systems. More
examples may be found in [17].
5. ETVDH systems of degree 2
In this section we show how it is possible to apply the reﬂections above. We consider
ETVDH systems and we show that two components are enough in order to simulate an
arbitrary grammar.
Theorem 12. LetG = (N, T , P, S) be a type-0 grammar.Then, there is an ETVDH system
EG = (V , T ,A,R1, R2) of degree 2 which simulates G and L(G) = L(EG).
Proof. We shall prove this assertion in the following way. First we show how we
can simulate the derivations of the formal grammar G. In this way we prove that
L(G) ⊆ L(EG). In the same time we consider all other possible evolutions and we show
that they do not lead to a terminal string. Consequently, our assertion will be proved.
The computation in EG follows the ﬂow-chart shown in Fig. 1. The vertices of the
ﬂow-chart show a conﬁguration of molecules during the computation. We enumerate all
conﬁgurations and their numbers are in the upper right corner. The ﬂow-chart is composed
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Xj-1wYi-1
5
8
Xj-1wYi-1
6
Xj-1wYi-1
4
Xj-1wYi-1
7
Xj-1wYi-1
3
Xj-1wYi-1
8
Xj wYi-1
2
XjwYi
XjwY
1
X wY
2
XwY
7
X wY
3
XwY
6
X wY
4
X wY
5
X w
w
Start ⇒
″′
″′
″′
″′ ″′
″ ″
″′
′
′ ′′
′′
′′ ′′′
′′ ′′
′
′
′ ′
′
′′
Fig. 1. The ﬂow-chart of the computation.
of two parts: the upper part and the lower part. Conﬁgurations having the same number in
both parts occur in the same time. Is is easy to see that in the lower part we simultaneously
decrease indices of X and Y and that we continue to the upper part when both indices are
equal to one. The upper part completes the rotation, simulates rules of the grammar, and
permits to produce a resulting word. It is easy to verify that words from one particular
conﬁguration always arrive in a component with the same number. Therefore, we can say
that each conﬁguration has an associated component. In conﬁgurations, symbolw is treated
as a variable, and it may have different values in different conﬁgurations. For example,
if in conﬁguration 8 symbol w is equal to w′ai then in conﬁguration 1 it may have the
value w′. We will show that the computation follows the ﬂow-chart from Fig. 1, i.e., all
molecules produced in one conﬁguration will be eliminated except molecules from the next
conﬁguration.
The transition between two conﬁgurations is done by making changes at one of the ends
of the word. In order to do this, the word is spliced with directing molecules of form ZkTk
or TmZm which make changes at the right-hand end and left-hand end, respectively, of
the word. The method of directing molecules permits to avoid erroneous branches of the
computation.
Directing molecules, see also Section 4.2, are created only at the moment when they
are really necessary. For example, directing molecules for conﬁguration 5 (Z4Y ′′′j , XZ14,
C1Z15) are created during the previous step and they will not exist in conﬁguration 8.
Therefore, each molecule can be in one of eight states and at each step the state of the
molecule is incremented modulo 8. When the state of the molecule is zero, in this case
it is omitted, we obtain the directing molecule which can be further used. For example,
in conﬁguration 5 there is a directing molecule XZ14. We mark it with 1 by rule 1.z.5:
(X|Z14, Z|Z114) 1.z.5 (XZ114, ZZ14). During next step, molecule XZ114 changes its state
to 2 after the application of rule 2.z.1. We continue this process in a similar manner and
we obtain the following computation:XZ14⇒XZ114⇒XZ214⇒· · ·⇒XZ714⇒XZ14. Thus,
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molecule XZ14 appears with a period equal to 8 and it is present in conﬁgurations 4, 5 and
6, but it can be used in conﬁguration 5 only, see also page 16.
So, this technique permits to reﬁne the control of the application of rules of the same
component and it permits to divide them in subsets which are activated by speciﬁc directing
molecules.
Now we give the formal deﬁnition of the system.
We construct EG = (V , T ,A,R1, R2) as follows:
Let N ∪ T ∪ {B} = {a1, a2, . . . , an} (B = an) and B /∈ V ∪ T .
In what follows we assume that
1 in, 1jn− 1, 2 ln, 1k11, 12m20, 1s7,
a,b ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {B}.
The alphabet V is deﬁned by
V = N ∪ T ∪ {B} ∪ {X, Y,X′, Y ′X′′, Y ′′, Y ′′′, Xi, Yi, X′j , Y ′j , X′′j , Y ′′j , X′′′j , Y ′′′j }∪
{Zk,Zsk, Zm,Zsm,Z,C1, C2}.
The terminal alphabet T is the same as for the grammar G.
Axioms are deﬁned by
A= {XBSY } ∪ {XiaiZ16, Z5Yj , X′′′j Z119, Z19Y, XZ214, C1Z215, Z24Y ′′′j , X′′jZ318} ∪
{Z37Y ′′′, Z38C2, X′′Z413, Z43Y ′′j , X′jZ517, Z56Y ′′, Z61Y ′j , Z62Y ′, X′Z612, XjZ720, Z710Yi}∪
{ZkZ,ZskZ,ZZm,ZZsm, } ∪ {Z711vY | ∃u→ v ∈ P }.
Now we shall give the deﬁnition of components of the system. The numbering of rules
not having z in their names follows the next conventions:
• The ﬁrst number shows the component that this rule belongs to.
• The second number indicates in which conﬁguration this rule may be applied.
• The third number shows the position on the ﬂow-chart of the molecule to which this
rule may be applied. If it is equal to 1, then the rule is applied to a molecule being in a
conﬁguration from a lower part of the ﬂow-chart. If it is greater than 1, then the rule is
applied to a molecule being in a conﬁguration from the upper part of the ﬂow-chart.
The numbering of rules having z in their names follows the following conventions:
• The ﬁrst number shows the component to which this rule belongs to.
• The second number, which is just after z, indicates the parity of the stepwhen the directing
molecule (to which this rule is applied) is used. If this number is between 1 and 8, then
this rule is applied to a directing molecule which is utilisable during an odd step. If the
number is between 9 and 16, then the rule is applied to a directing molecule which is
utilisable during an even step.
Component R1:
Rules for transition between conﬁgurations:
1.1.1 : a Yl
Z1 Y ′l−1
; 1.1.2 : a Y1
Z2 Y ′
; 1.1.3 : X1 a
X′ Z12
;
1.3.1 : a Y
′
j
Z3 Y ′′j
; 1.3.2 : X
′ a
X′′ Z13
; 1.5.1 : a Y
′′
j
Z4 Y ′′′j
;
1.5.2 : X
′′ a
X Z14
; 1.5.3 : X
′′ a
 C1Z15
; 1.7.1 : a Y
′′′
j
Z5 Yj
; 1.7.2 : X a
Xiai Z16
.
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Rules for creation of directing molecules:
Directing molecules for odd steps:
1.z.1 :
Zk1 Tk1
Z1
k1
Z
; 1.z.2 :
Z2
k1
Tk1
Z3
k1
Z
; 1.z.3 :
Z4
k1
Tk1
Z5
k1
Z
; 1.z.4 :
Z6
k1
Tk1
Z7
k1
Z
;
1.z.5 :
Tm1 Zm1
Z Z1m1
; 1.z.6 :
Tm1 Z
2
m1
Z Z3m1
; 1.z.7 :
Tm1 Z
4
m1
Z Z5m1
; 1.z.8 :
Tm1 Z
6
m1
Z Z7m1
.
Directing molecules for even steps:
1.z.9 :
Z1
k2
Tk2
Z2
k2
Z
; 1.z.10 :
Z3
k2
Tk2
Z4
k2
Z
; 1.z.11 :
Z5
k2
Tk2
Z6
k2
Z
; 1.z.12 : Z
7
k2
Tk2
Zk2 Z
;
1.z.13 :
Tm2 Z
1
m2
Z Z2m2
; 1.z.14 :
Tm2 Z
3
m2
Z Z4m2
; 1.z.15 :
Tm2 Z
5
m2
Z Z6m2
; 1.z.16 : Tm2 Z
7
m2
Z Zm2
.
Component R2:
Rules for transition between conﬁgurations:
2.2.1 : Xl a
X′
l−1 Z17
; 2.2.2 : a Y
′
Z6 Y ′′
; 2.4.1 : X
′
j
a
X′′
j
Z18
; 2.4.2 : ab Y
′′
Z7 Y ′′′
;
2.4.3 : a BY
′′
Z8C2 
; 2.6.1 : X
′′
j
a
X′′′
j
Z19
; 2.6.2 : a Y
′′′
Z9 Y
; 2.8.1 : X
′′′
j
a
Xj Z20
;
2.8.2 : a aiY
Z10 Yi
; 2.8.3 : a uY
Z11 vY
.
Rules for creation of directing molecules:
Directing molecules for odd steps:
2.z.1 :
Z1
k1
Tk1
Z2
k1
Z
; 2.z.2 :
Z3
k1
Tk1
Z4
k1
Z
; 2.z.3 :
Z5
k1
Tk1
Z6
k1
Z
; 2.z.4 : Z
7
k1
Tk1
Zk1 Z
;
2.z.5 :
Tm1 Z
1
m1
Z Z2m1
; 2.z.6 :
Tm1 Z
3
m1
Z Z4m1
; 2.z.7 :
Tm1 Z
5
m1
Z Z6m1
; 2.z.8 : Tm1 Z
7
m1
Z Zm1
.
Directing molecules for even steps:
2.z.9 : Zk2 Tk2
Z1
k2
Z
; 2.z.10 :
Z2
k2
Tk2
Z3
k2
Z
; 2.z.11 :
Z4
k2
Tk2
Z5
k2
Z
; 2.z.12 :
Z6
k2
Tk2
Z7
k2
Z
;
2.z.13 : Tm2 Zm2
Z Z1m2
; 2.z.14 :
Tm2 Z
2
m2
Z Z3m2
; 2.z.15 :
Tm2 Z
4
m2
Z Z5m2
; 2.z.16 :
Tm2 Z
6
m2
Z Z7m2
,
where 1k15, 6k211, 12m116, 17m220.
The symbols Tk and Tm are given by the following tables:
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Tk Y
′
j Y
′ Y ′′j Y ′′′j Yj Y ′′ Y ′′′ C2 Y Yi vY
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m 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Tm X
′ X′′ X C1 Xiai X′j X′′j X′′′j Xj
Components R1 and R2 also contain the following rules:
 
 
where  ∈ {ZkZ,ZskZ,ZZm,ZZsm}.
We shall use the following notation:
w1 w2
w′1 w′2
r
w1w
′
2
†
w′1w2
, w1w2,
where † indicates a possible occurrence of ↑. The application of rule r on w1w2 and w′1w′2
is shown in the left-hand side of the formula. The right-hand side contains resulting words
w1w
′
2 and w′1w2. We shall also use the following convention: the upper part of both sides
will contain the words in which we are interested, while the lower part will contain ei-
ther a directing molecule, or a word containing Z with indices, which does not alter the
computation. The symbol ↑ indicates the rejection of the considered molecule by the next
component. The optional term of the right-hand side in the formula,w1w2, is omitted if that
molecule, which in principle enters the next component, is rejected by the next component.
In the opposite case it is written.
5.1. Description of the computation
It is easy to see that in each conﬁguration n there exist three types of directing molecules:
• Directing molecules for the previous conﬁguration, n−1. They participated in a splicing
during the previous step and being by deﬁnition part of ∗ they are present during this
step.
• Directing molecules for the current conﬁguration, n, because they were created during
the previous step.
• Directing molecules for the next conﬁguration, n+ 1. They are created during this step
and by deﬁnition of ETVDH systems they can be further involved in a splicing during
this step.
The behaviour of all conﬁgurations, except conﬁgurations 1, 4 and 8, is similar and it
permits to follow the ﬂow-chart of the computation. Conﬁgurations 4 and 8 have additional
possibilities and they are discussed later. We discuss now the behaviour of conﬁgurations 5
and 1, see Fig. 1.
Conﬁguration 5.We have following molecules:X′′wY ′′′,X′′j−1wY ′′i−1 (i, j > 1) and fol-
lowing directingmolecules:XZ14,C1Z15,Z4Y ′′′j ,X′′jZ18,Z7Y ′′′,Z8C2,X′′′j Z19, Z9Y . First
three molecules are directing molecules for conﬁguration 5. We are in the ﬁrst component
and we have the following computation:
X′′ wY ′′′
X Z14
1.5.2
XwY ′′′
X′′Z14
, X′′wY ′′′ ,
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X′′ wY ′′′
 C1Z15
1.5.3
wY ′′′
X′′C1Z15
, X′′wY ′′′ ,
X′′j−1w Y ′′i−1
Z4 Y
′′′
i−1
1.5.1
X′′j−1wY ′′′i−1
Z4Y
′′
i−1
, X′′j−1wY ′′i−1 .
Words XwY ′′′ and X′′j−1wY ′′′i−1 are in conﬁguration 6. Molecules X′′wY ′′′, wY ′′′ and
X′′j−1wY ′′i−1 are eliminated during the next step:
X′′w Y ′′′
Z9 Y
2.6.2
X′′wY ↑
Z9Y ′′′
,
w Y ′′′
Z9 Y
2.6.2
wY ↑
Z9Y ′′′
,
X′′j−1 wY ′′i−1
X′′′j−1 Z19
2.6.1
X′′′j−1wY ′′i−1 ↑
X′′j−1Z19
.
Thus, we showed that we obtain molecules XwY ′′′ and X′′j−1wY ′′′i−1. In the same time all
other molecules were eliminated, i.e., we followed the ﬂow-chart.
Conﬁguration 1. We have following molecules: XjwYi , as well as following directing
molecules: Z1Y ′j , Z2Y ′, X′Z12, Z10Yi , XjZ20, X′jZ17, Z6Y ′′.
We shall distinguish 4 cases:
(a) i, j > 1
Xjw Yi
Z1 Y
′
i−1
1.1.1
XjwY
′
i−1
Z1Yi
, XjwYi .
Molecule XjwY ′i−1 is in conﬁguration 2. Molecule XjwYi is eliminated during the
next step:
Xj wYi
X′j−1 Z17
2.2.1
X′j−1wYi ↑
XjZ17
.
(b) i, j = 1
We can apply two rules: 1.1.2 or 1.1.3:
X1w Y1
Z2 Y ′
1.1.2
X1wY ′
Z2Y1
,
X1 wY1
X′ Z12
1.1.3
X′wY1 ↑
X1Z12
.
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We can apply once more the rule 1.1.3 or 1.1.2 to the result of the previous application:
X1 wY ′
X′ Z12
1.1.3
X′wY ′
X1Z12
, X1wY
′ .
Molecule X′wY ′ is in conﬁguration 2. Molecule X1wY ′ will be eliminated during the
next step:
X1w Y ′
Z6 Y ′′
2.2.2
X1wY ′′ ↑
Z6Y ′
.
(c) i > 1, j = 1
X1w Yi
Z1 Y
′
i−1
1.1.1
X1wY
′
i−1 ↑
Z1Yi
,
X1 wYi
X′ Z12
1.1.3
X′wYi ↑
X1Z12
.
We can apply one more time rule 1.1.1 or 1.1.3 to molecules obtained above:
X′w Yi
Z1 Y
′
i−1
1.1.1
X′wY ′i−1 ↑
Z1Yi
.
(d) i = 1, j > 1
Xjw Y1
Z2 Y ′
1.1.2
XjwY
′
Z2Y1
, XjwY1 .
Molecules XjwY1 et XjwY ′ are eliminated during the next step:
Xj wY1
X′j−1 Z17
2.2.1
X′j−1wY1 ↑
XjZ17
,
Xj wY
′
X′j−1 Z17
2.2.1
X′j−1wY ′ ↑
XjZ17
,
Xjw Y
′
Z6 Y ′′
2.2.2
XjwY
′′ ↑
Z6Y ′
.
We can apply one more time rule 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 to molecules obtained above:
Xj wY
′′
X′j−1 Z17
2.2.1
X′j−1wY ′′ ↑
XjZ17
.
So, we obtained moleculesXjwY ′i−1 andX′wY ′. In the same time all other molecules were
eliminated, i.e., we followed the ﬂow-chart.
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5.2. Final remarks
We can pass from one conﬁguration to another one as described above. In this case we
follow the ﬂow-chart of computation from Fig. 1. Therefore, we implemented the “rotate-
and-simulate” method which permits to simulate the grammar.
Now we shall discuss additional computations which may happen in conﬁgurations 8
and 4.
In conﬁguration 8 rule u→ v of the grammar may be simulated by rule 2.8.3.
In conﬁguration 4 we may obtain the result. In order to do this we apply rule 2.4.3 and
after that rule 1.5.3:
X′′w BY ′′
Z8C2 
2.4.3
X′′w
Z8C2BY ′′
, X′′wBY ′′ ,
X′′ w
 C1Z15
1.5.3
w ↑
X′′C1Z15
,
X′′ w
X Z14
1.5.2
Xw ↑
X′′Z14
.
If w ∈ T ∗, then it belongs to the result. We note that molecules Z8C2BY ′′ and X′′C1Z15
are produced and that these molecules cannot be eliminated. But this does not alter the
computation because they cannot produce new words.
It is easy to see that by following the ﬂow-chart of computation we generate all words of
L(G), see also Section 4.1, and after the discussion above it is clear that the system does
not produce other words. 
6. Conclusions
We showed that ETVDH systems of degree 2 can simulate any type-0 grammar. In the
meanwhile the family of languages generated by ETVDH systems of degree 1 is equal
to the family of regular languages, see Section 3. Therefore, we completely solved the
problem of existence of ETVDH systems of the smallest possible degree that generate all
recursively enumerable languages in a “parallel” way (by modelling any type-0 grammar).
We also presented a new approach to control the computation by using directing molecules.
This approach is not limited to ETVDH systems and can be used in other models of DNA
computing. More examples of application of this method may be found in [17].
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